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ago as the autumn of 1933 there were reports of political
accusations having been made by the Soviet authorities against
people who received Torgsin parcels. It must be realized that
while Moscow allows the Torgsin deliveries solely for the sake
of the financial advantages they bring, and, indeed, sees that
they reach those for whom they are intended, it none the less
regards with suspicion, and even with open hostility, all those
Soviet citizens whose relations with people abroad are thus
revealed. This is especially true of the local Soviet officials. It
only too often happens that vengeance is taken on the recipients
of supplies on some other ground which has no direct con-
nection with the Torgsin. Harry Lang and many others have
testified to this.
Experience has shown that when the political relations
between the Soviet State and any country deteriorate—and
this seems to the Soviet rulers to outweigh the economic
importance of the Torgsin remittances—they decide to take
ruthless action against all those who have received supplies
from the country in question.
The persecutions to which the German colonists in the
Ukraine and in the Volga region have been exposed—for
receiving or seeking help from the "Brethren in Need"Com-
mittee—since the relations between the Soviet Union and the
Reich grew worse, is an example of this. In the autumn of 1934
the relief work of the "Brethren in Need" Committee, which
from the beginning had been composed of the representatives
of the different; religious communities, was completely pro-
hibited in the Soviet Union. All who had received help fron:
the Cbinmittee were persecuted, and even more the clergy whc
had acted as intermediaries.
Many death sentences have lately been pronounced, doubt-
less with the object of impressing foreign opinion, and even o:
creating the impression that the German colonists—allegec
to be agents of "Fascism" in Berlin—are a menace to th<
Soviet State. The natute of the "crimes'* committed i

